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Abstract. Stgtements of l•orton's law in l•orton, Strahler, and consistent stream ordering
systems are presented. A topological characterization of g 'Horton net' is given. It is then
shown how the analog of 'temperature' can be defined in microcanonicalensemblesof stream
nets, based on an egrlier representationof river nets by grgphs (bifurcating arborescences).
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HORTON'S LAW OF STREAM ORDER ,NUMBERS IN

INTRODUCTION

Horton's [1945] 'law of stream order numbers' has been the subject of many investigations. It representsa statistical relationshipfor
the numbers of rivers or river segments of
various 'orders' present in a drainage bas.in.
Originally, it was formulated for a. streamorderingsystemdue to Horton [1945], but later
it was used for other (notably the Strahler)
types of stream-orderingsystems.
In effect, if I-Iorton'slaw is valid for a river
system and its parts with the same bifurcation
ratio, this implies g very special characterization of the (topological) 'graph' representing
the river system. The latter must form what
we call a 'Horton net.' Thus, it appears as
most sensibleto study the mathematical properties of suchgraphs.
It then becomes obvious that any valid
characterizationof a 'Horton net' representsan
equivalent statement of I-Iorton's law. In this
fashion, I-Iorton's law can easily be stated in
terms of various river ordering systems,such
as in the Horton, Strahler [1957], Woldenberg
[1966], or consistent[Scheidegger,1965] systems.Moreover, sincethe connectionwith gra.ph
theory is clear, the combinatorialtopology of
suchgraphspresentsthe obviousclue in searching for g connectionbetween stochasticrivernet theory and statisticalprinciplesof theoretical physics.Thus, it is shownhow g canonical
ensembleof graphs can be defined and therewith an a.nalog of the 'temperature' of gas
dynamicscan be obtained.
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topologicalrelationship for rivers making up a
drainagenetwork. The conceptof 'stream order'
in a drainagenetwork now widely used in the
United States was introduced by Horton
[1945]: First-order streams are those that have
no tributaries, second-orderstreamsthose that
have as tributaries only streams of first order,
third-order

streams those that

have as tribu-

taries only streams of second or lower order,
etc. Thus, when two streams of equal order
meet, the order of the combination is increased
by 1. However, Horton thought that the
'main stream' should be denoted by the same
order number from the headwatersto its mouth,
and so he renumberedat every junction of two
rivers of order n, one to the order n + 1. This
procedure is repeated at every junction of
equal-order streams. Conversely, $trahler
[1957] assignedorder numbers only to stream
segments: If two segmentsof order n meet,
they form a stream segment of order n + 1.
In I-Iorton'sas well ,asStrahler'sorderingsystems, junctions of nth order streamswith lower
order streamsare simply ignored.
I-Iorton's law of stream numbers can now be

stated as'follows: If we denoteby n,• the number of (Horton) rivers of order i in a given
network, then the numbersn••, n•• ..' form a
geometric sequence
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One often calls the inverseof fi, i.e., 1/fi, the
'bifurcation

ratio' of the river net.

Horton's law of stream numbersis, in effect,
a topologicalcharacterizationof a network. Such
networks may conveniently be referred to as
'Horton nets.'
We thus define a Horton

net as a net in
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combineto form a river of order n -+- 1. In such
It shouldbe noted, however, that the deduca network, Horton's law of stream numbers is
tion
of the above relationshippresupposes
that,
automatically satisfied.It may be a, matter of
if
the
bifurcation
ratio
from
i
4first-order
curiosity that the converse is not necessarily
streams to ith order streams is under consideratrue: It is, in fact, possibleto construct a river
basin of order n that satisfies Horton's

law of

stream numbers, but that is not a Horton net
as definedabove. However, in sucha basin, the
(largest) subbasins(of a given order smaller
than n) no longer satisfy Horton's law with
the same bifurcation ratio as the original basin.
Hence, it seemsreasonableto restrict 'Hortontan' networks to those that not only obey Horton's law themselves,but in which also the
(largest) subbasinsof all orders smaller than
n satisfy this law with the same bifurcation
ratio. This correspondsto the definition given
above.

ttorton's

law as stated above refers to 'Horton

tion, the network alsocontainsi 4- second-order
streams.

HORTON'S LAW IN CONSISTENT STREAM ORDERS

Horton's

segmentof order X with

or-

ders. Let us denote the number of river segments (in the Strah!er sense)of order • by •,'.
I-Iorton's law then maintains

above for Strahler-

degger, 1965] has, therefore, suggestedthe
introduction of 'consistent'stream orders, defined by a logarithmiccompositionlaw: if segments'of orders M and N join, the result is a

orders.'However, it is ensyto showthat ii could
also have been stnted in terms of Strahler

law was stated

type stream orders.Such Strahler orders do not
take account of river segmentsof different orders that might form a 'junction'; the lowerorder stream simply getslost. The writer [Schei-

X = •og•(• + •)

(•)

2x= 2•-] - 2•

(6)

or

that the numbers

n••, •o' --' in a river network form a geometric Instead of the orders, one can therefore use the
sequence

ni+x8 = •ni '•

(2)

If the above relationship is satisfied in the
Strahler sense,then it is also satisfied in the
Horton

sense. We have

associatedintegers. In a completely 'regular'
stream net, i.e., in one where each river joins
one of the same order (this correspondsto a
'Horton net' with bifurcation ratio 2), consistent orders and Strahler

orders are the same.

Often,it is usefulto usethe 'associated
integers'
2• to designatethe order of a stream rather
than the order M.

(3)
since exactly nJ •

I of the n•s Strahler seg-

ments have been renumbered

to obtain Horton

rivers. Thus
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It may now be of someinterestto investigate
howHorton'slaw of streamnumbersis expressed
in consistent rather than in Strahler or Horton
orders.

Thus, we assumethat the net forms a 'Horton
net.' Such networks can be visualizedeasily if
1/• is an integer: Then exactly 1//• first-order
streams will form one second-order (Sirabler
order) stream, 1/• (Sirabler) second-order
streamswill form one third-order (Strahler)
stream, etc. As indicated,theseordersare Strah-
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ler orders,but the consistentorders can easily Woldenbergcan only be definedfor Horton nets,
be calculated.Let us assumethat, in Strahler in contrast to 'consistent'orders,which can alorder n, the consistentorder is N, and the as- ways be defined.
We now proceed to formulate a convenient
sociatedinteger, therefore,is r -- 2•. In the
Horton net, then, there are exactly 1//• nth- characterization of a net as a Horton net in
order (Strah!er) streams that form each n q- terms of consistent orders.
first-order (Strahler) stream. Thus, by inducIn natural orders, we know that the number
tion, starting with n -- 1, r ----2, we have that of tributaries AS along a main stem (the order
for any river segmentof Strahler order n, the of the 'main stem' must always be equal to or
(maximum) associatedconsistentinteger r is
larger than that of the 'tributaries') for a change
of ordersA• = 1 is exactlyl/f] -- 1, or

• = 2(1/•) •-•

(•)

AS = (1//• -- 1) A•

and the consistent order N

N(n) = log22(1/•) "-•
- I -{-(n-

1)log2 (1/•)

(8)

As it should be in conformity with earlier remarks, we have N(n) -- n if 1/• -- 2. By analytic continuation, the above formula will also
be assumedto be valid for noninteger bifurcation ratios. Of course, a 'Horton net' cannot
really have a nonintegerbifurcation ratio; every
time there must be, say, 3 or else 4 nth-order
streamsthat form a n + first-order stream,but
on the average,in a statisticalensembleof river
nets, this can be envisagedto occur.
Woldenberg [Warntz and Woldenberg,1967]
introduceda streamorderthat mightwellbe called
'natural' stream order by using, instead of 2,

However, natural and consistent orders (in a
Horton net) are linearly related, so that (see
equation 8)

AN -- A• log,1/•

with the natural

stream orders. One would write

n=

(9)

(12)

Hence,

as:

1) aN/[log,.

(13)

The last formula yields a practical means for
testing whether a given river net is a Horton
net or not. In the limit, we seethat, using consistent orders (these are defined for any river
net, not only Horton nets), we can write

dS/dN = const.

: (1/fi -- 1)/[logs(1/fi)]

the bifurcation ratio 1//• as the base of the
logarithm and as the baseof the exponentin the
composition law of stream orders. However,
Woldenberg did not note that such natural
stream orders,designatedhere by •, cannot,
of course, be defined for networks in which
Horton's law of stream numbersis not, ,at least
on the average, valid.
One can again introduce associatedquantities

(11)

(14)

which must be satisfied at least in the mean if

the net is to be a Horton

net. The bifurcation

ratio 1/• can then be calculatedfrom the constant.

DEFINITION

OF A •TE1V•PERATURE'ANALOG
IN

A

STREAM

NET

It is well known that, in many fluctuating
systems,it is possibleto define a temperature
analog [Scheidegger,
1961]. In the case that the

fluctuatingquantity is the energy,the temperature is simply proportionalto the mean value of
the quantities2 above'n is 1//• timesthe number the energyin eachcomponent
'cell'of the system;
of first-order streams making up the network in the theory of ideal gases,the cellsare repreto the order under consideration(i.e., after each sentedby singledegreesof freedom.The existence

and then have for the analogousmeaning as for

'cycle' is complete). A related quantity

w = (1/•) •-'

(10)

has been called'absolute'stream order by Woldenberg [1966]. It is again stated, however, that
'absolute'

orders as well as natural

orders of

of a nonnegativequantity •, which is a constant
of the motion for the (isolated) system as a

whole, is always characteristicfor the validity
of a temperatureanalog. This quantity • may
be the energy, mass, or some other quantity.
If the system then consistsof component
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systems('cells') betweenwhich there is a weak
interactionof fairly generaltype, then the quantity 9.Iin questionis canonicallydistributedover
the 'cells', and a temperatureanalog holds.
The statistical distribution of the quantity
in questionoverthe cellscanalsobe obtainedby
regardingan ensembleof 'wholesystems'that all
have the same value for the quantity 9.I but
differin detail. Focusingattention'ona particular
cell while the wholesystemassumesall possible
configurationswith equal probability (microcanonical ensemble) will again produce the
canonicaldistributionfor the quantity 9.Iin that
cell, and therewitha temperatureanalog.
The questionnow is whether an 'ensemble
theory' with an attendant temperatureanalog
can be set up for river nets. As is evident, one
must define (1) a nonnegativeconstantof the
motion 9.I for a whole river net, (2) a microcanonicalensembleof river nets, and (3) the

configuration,we can use the characterization
of such a net

in terms of consistent stream
orders to define 'cells': A cell is a linear distance

along a main stream (stream into which only
tributaries of lower order flow) over which the
consistentstream order changesby a constant
amount (say, by q-1). The number •i of junctions in every cell (i) in a Horton net will be
exactly constant;in other nets, it will not be
constant. Thus, we can define a temperatureanalog T• for cell i by the relation

=

where k is some proportionality constantakin
to Boltzmann'sconstantin gas theory.
In otherswords,the temperature-analogin a
river net is simply proportional to the local
bifurcation ratio less I for a change in (consistent) ordersby some constant quantity.
It is obviouslytempting to calculate'local'
notion of a cell.
bifurcation ratios using Strahler rather than
The writer [Scheidegger,
1967] has already consistentstream orders,as the Strahier orders
studied the statistics of river nets as a whole by
are more easilydeterminable.It is clearthat the
comparingthem with mathematicalgraphsof a generalconditionfor a Horton net can be just
specialtype, that is, with bifurcating arbores- as easily expressedin Strahler ordersas in concences.
It wasshown,then,that a microcanonical sistent orders, inasmuchas, if a river net is a
ensemble
canbe setup by considering
all possible Horton net, Strah!er orders are strictly proporgraphswith a givennumberof pendantvertices. tional to consistent orders. For Horton nets
Thus, the numberof pendantverticescouldbe there is therefore a unique correspondence
beconsideredas the quantity 9.I in a temperature- tween Strahler bifurcation ratios and the 'temanalogschemefor rivers. However, if one wants perature.'
to definesubgraphs(playing the role of cells),
The matter is not so simple if the net is not
the number of pendantverticesin the total a Horton net, and one might well ask what the
graphis a very inconvenient
quantity,sincethe relationshipis betweenthe local Strahler bifur-

subgraphsdo not directly contributeto it. A
muchmoreconvenientquantity is the numberof
junctions,whichfor N pendantverticesis N -- 1.
We take the latter number as our quantity •.
We thus have defined a microcanonical en-

semble:this is the ensembleof all possiblegraphs

cation ratio and the consistent local 'temperaturc' of the net. A simple analysis of a nonHortonJan network makes it evident, however,
that such a relationship cannot be defined

uniquely. Thus, let us assumethat the local
Strahler-bifurcationratio is 1/]•, so that 1/•

(bifurcatingarborescences)
with a givennumber streams form a river of order n. Two of these
• of junctions.In an earlier paper [Scheidegger, 1//• streamsmust be of (Strahler) order (n -1967]it had beenshownthat the expectation 1); the others must be of lower order. Since
value of the bifurcation ratio in such a microthis 'lower order,' however, is not specified,it
canonicalensembleis not only constant but is is immediately obviousthat no unique consistent
even numerically equal to that observed in orderscan be assignedto them. Thus, there is no
mature rivers of the United States.
It remains to define the notion

of a 'cell.'

unique relation in a non-Hortonian river net between the 'temperature'-analogand local Strah-

These cells must contain, under equilibrium ler bifurcation ratios.
conditions,an equal share of the quantity 9.I,
i.e., an equal number of junctions.If we assume
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